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MARKET COMMENTARY 

I want to briefly compare the current stock market with my trip through the Columbia Icefields this week. As I approached the ridge 

on the left, I could see the glacier in the distance. When I reached the edge, the entire valley floor, roughly 1500 feet below came 

into view. Multiple glaciers came into view as well. The big glacier that seemed so dominant in our vision, became just a small piece 

of what we needed to digest. It would appear there are issues starting to show up around the world, led by Asia.  

Last week, we had bullish breakouts around the world. We also had agriculture trying to break out. This week, literally every 

breakout was rejected. Commodities were bludgeoned. Steel and copper broke their uptrends. Crude fell below support. Commodity 

countries are rolling over as a group.  Some declines were more subtle than others as the damage in Asia was large again. Japan 

traded at 2021 lows. South Korea broke down. The breakouts in Europe reversed. The NYSE market composite breakout failed. The 

emerging market ETF broke down to new lows for 2021, whereas the $SPX is up 19%. The semiconductor breakout of two weeks ago 

failed. Currencies around the world fell below the 65-week moving average, while the US dollar soared higher.  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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I think one of the most important things kicking up right now is the dollar. Why is it breaking out? I don’t know, but the rest of the 

world is worried about something and moving to the dollar.  

The Commodities chart ($CRB) included in this newsletter points to an area of resistance and it coincided with a breakout in the 

dollar. This should not be ignored.  

The newsletter is titled ‘charting the pain’ but the indexes barely moved. Below the index surface, it was a complete smackdown, 

much like last weeks. Almost 1000 stocks in North America had declines of more than 5%, whereas 140 had up moves of 5 %. It was 

the same ratio for the major moves over 10%. It’s hard to make money or even stay flat when the riptide is emptying the account. 

The indexes didn’t budge, but the selling was broad.  

What really concerns me are the Bullish Percent charts and the percentage of stocks above the 200 DMA charts. These current levels 

are associated with big multi month moves down after the indicators weaken, and we haven’t even started the decline. Much like 

the glaciers in the picture, the big indexes are still up there, but the majority of the stocks are moving lower.   

The McClellan Summation indexes are telling us we have big declines coming.  

Summary:  Commodities seem so oversold already, that they are due for a bounce. But the technical damage is done to the charts. 

Ignoring a downturn in commodities is rarely a good idea. The number of strong groups continues to dwindle. For me, this is a full 

retreat. It is a very frustrating market to analyze to have such weakness underneath, but the indexes making new highs. This is how 

major tops are formed.  

The video covers a lot more information, and I expect a big increase in the swings as downtrend typically have wider price moves 

both up and down.  

Let’s hit the charts. 

 

 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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SSIH 28% 

The Schnell Strength Index collapsed to the lowest readings in a month. With the majority of sectors, industries and other charts 

highlighting big divergences, it would appear to be prudent to protect capital here. 

Both panels have the same SSI indicator with different stock indexes in the background. I posted SSI readings in the daily setup 

articles by Dwight every day. The idea of posting the SSI every day is to allow you to follow the change in trend. SSI Indicators are 

based on weekly data so be careful about interpreting one strong or weak day.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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SSIF 49% 

The Schnell Strength Index – Fast version – dropped back below 50%. That is a level to protect capital. Blue markers are where the 

signal suggested the market was weak, but the market just kept climbing. NDX in the background on the top, SPX in the bottom. 

 
 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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SSIQ 49% 

The Schnell Strength Index – quick version – dropped under 50% as well, so all three indicators are on protect capital signals. The flat 

red lines on the top panel are where the backdrop was weak (falling SSIQ), but the market kept rallying – marking not profitable 

signals.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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SSIH SSIF SSIQ STACK 

The Schnell Strength Indexes dropped and suggest a weakening backdrop even though the market is near the highs.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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SSIH, SSIF, SSIQ OVERLAY 

The chart shows the stock indexes in the top panel. All three below 50% is a signal to protect capital. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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JULY MONTHLY CONFERENCE CALL  

Dwight and I hosted the August Conference Call  on July 29th. Click on the link to view.  

  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://youtu.be/0nJKyUDBQVo
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$SPX – A HIGHER CLOSE 

The year-to-date line chart of the S&P 500 has the index retreating slightly from the all-time highs. The PPO broke above the signal 

line last week but rolled down again. The series of lower highs on the PPO is concerning. $SPX. The market is up 19% on the year! 

Huge. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$SPX&p=D&st=2020-12-31&id=p77111441667&a=1008174077&listNum=363
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$SPX 1-MONTH CHART 

The $SPX was down 0.6 % this week. We closed slightly higher than two weeks ago. 

 
 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$SPX&p=D&yr=0&mn=0&dy=21&id=p46671376671&a=998767239&listNum=346
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$NDX – NASDAQ 100 DAILY CHART 

The momentum on the $NDX on the 60-minute chart is lower than in June and July. The Nasdaq 100 has waddled sideways for 4 

weeks. A series of lower highs over the last two weeks makes the chart cautious for me here.  The big downtrend in the PPO that 

has been going on for a month was bearish, but the indicator has turned positive now. Price is still in the 4-week range, so no clues 

there. If there is a correction coming, the swings are going to get wider both ways.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24NDX&p=60&yr=0&mn=2&dy=10&id=p31434039958&listNum=363&a=1008174097
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$NYA – NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE (NYSE) COMPOSITE BREAKOUT FAILS 

The NYSE composite (NYA) recorded a failed breakout this week. Last week it closed above the prior highs, but this week, it was 

unable to sustain the move. Failed breakouts can have larger than expected moves in the opposite direction. We’ll see if the 

upsloping trend line can hold.  $NYA. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$NYA&p=W&st=2018-10-16&id=p82190898650&a=1013178844&listNum=364
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EUROPE ALSO HAS A FAILED BREAKOUT  

The European markets pushed to a new high last week but reversed to close near 4-week closing lows. It is the confluence of all 

these charts breaking out to new highs  in the last few weeks, then the breakouts all start failing with lower highs in momentum 

(PPO) that makes me more concerned.  $E1DOW 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24E1DOW&p=W&st=2018-10-16&id=p65833465092&a=1009586936&listNum=326
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$NYSI – MCCLELLAN SUMMATION INDEX 

The middle panel is the McClellan Oscillator, failing to hold above zero. The top panel is the McClellan Summation Index (NYSI), 

cumulatively aggregating the $NYMO totals. I usually get cautious on $NYSI moves below 400 but so far, the market has not 

adjusted. The NYSI index turned marginally higher for a couple of weeks but has now resumed the acceleration down (zoom panel). 

To me it is a failed signal, so I expect lower in concert with a larger correction. Big corrections reverse around -600. $NYSI  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$NYSI&p=W&yr=10&mn=0&dy=0&id=p59545508599&a=1008174055&listNum=363
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$NASI – NASDAQ SUMMATION INDEX 

The Summation index is well below the -300 level where I have the red line. My bias is for a full correction of 10% based on this 

indicator.  $NASI 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$NASI&p=W&st=2012-05-03&id=p94339480783&a=1008174056&listNum=363
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NEW HIGHS AND NEW LOWS 

The New Highs and Lows looks scary, especially on the Nasdaq side of the fence. Black = Nasdaq, Green = NYSE. There were more 

one-year lows on the Nasdaq than one-year highs even though the index is a spilled champagne glass from all-time highs. Exploding 

new lows is not bullish. Whoosh down or more champagne? HGH stands for highs, LOW stands for lows. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$NAHGH&p=D&st=2020-04-17&id=p75424237421&a=1008174045&listNum=363
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BONDS – YIELD SPREAD 

The Bond yields Bonds had a crazy week. The long bond yields continued to drop, whereas the (3-5 year) shorter time frames rose. 

 
 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$UST30Y&p=D&st=2020-02-27&id=p44543330586&a=1002717065&listNum=360
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$USD – US DOLLAR 

The US Dollar soared above the black trend line. This one-year trend line is a real signal of a change in the dollar. It is no longer 

indecisive. My focus on the US Dollar direction is to help figure out the direction of commodities. The bounce off the 10 WMA was 

mentioned in last weeks’ commentary and it continues to act as support. With the breakout here, commodity related investments  

require full protection mode. $USD Weekly.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$USD&p=W&yr=3&mn=6&dy=0&id=p57272171847&a=1008174111&listNum=363
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$XEU - EURO 

The Euro continues to migrate lower and is now trading below the 65-week moving average. More importantly, the PPO 5-year trend 

line is breaking which suggests this is a major trend change creating a bigger move lower. When I see the red cycle indicator on the 

US Dollar chart above, it makes me very biased to a higher path for the dollar and a lower trajectory for the Euro. Euro Weekly. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$XEU&p=W&st=2014-07-17&id=p86225105258&a=1013178875&listNum=364
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$XBP – BRITISH POUND 

The British Pound is testing support this week at the 135 level. With the backdrop of the strong dollar, the Pound looks set to break 

support. The pound also failed at the 13-year downtrend line. If the multi-year trend on the PPO breaks, I could see the Pound 

breaking meaningfully lower. There is currently a confluence of support at the 65-week MA and the horizontal line. British Pound.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$XBP&p=W&st=2000-08-23&id=p32317086130&a=1013178878&listNum=364
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$CDW – CANADIAN DOLLAR 

The Canadian dollar has been an important clue in the weakness for crude oil, and that looks set to continue. The red line at 77 is a 

big breakdown zone as the PPO looks ready to go into negative territory. The good news this week is the loonie closed above the 65-

week moving average, but that’s a small gift after losing 2 cents this week! Canadian Dollar.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24CDW&p=W&st=2017-02-10&en=2021-08-21&id=p11546859896&listNum=364&a=1013178883
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$XAD- AUSSIE DOLLAR 

The Aussie dollar was dating support around the 65-week moving average for four weeks, but this week it plummeted. The PPO is 

back in negative territory and suggests we can accelerate lower. I associate the Aussie dollar with Asian demand for commodities. 

The Shanghai chart is also reflecting weakness, so this Aussie dollar direction fits with the theme. Aussie Dollar.   

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$XAD&p=W&st=2006-04-03&id=p15134837810&a=1013178885&listNum=364
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CEW – EMERGING MARKET CURRENCIES 

The CEW – emerging markets currency ETF - is sitting on support at $17.75.  However, much like the Aussie Dollar, they both fell 

below the 65-week moving average. There is a theme across these currencies where one after another is losing the support of the 

65-week MA. The PPO is in negative territory. It all points to a roaring US Dollar. CEW.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=CEW&p=W&st=2012-05-13&id=p67254434894&a=1013178887&listNum=364
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$USD – US DOLLAR DAILY 

From Last Week: The US Dollar closed below the long trend line again. This one-year trend line is a real signal of a change in the 

dollar. The current 3-month up trend is threatened this weekend. The PPO has negative divergence, suggesting the next move is 

down. When I looked at this chart, I couldn’t help but be reminded of the similar fractal to the monthly chart of the US dollar. We 

have seen this same pattern over multiple years on a monthly chart (below this chart). It eventually breaks higher if the fractal is 

right.  $USD 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$USD&p=D&yr=1&mn=10&dy=0&id=p09446170359&a=1008174114&listNum=363
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$USD – US DOLLAR DAILY 

The Update: The US dollar exploded higher this week, closing the week at the highest level of the year. Another penny higher and it 

is at new 52-week highs. It did break higher following the fractal so far. The PPO downtrend also looks to be breaking, suggesting 

new momentum coming into the move.  $USD 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$USD&p=D&yr=1&mn=10&dy=0&id=p09446170359&a=1008174114&listNum=363
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$USD – US DOLLAR MONTHLY 

These big declining tops on the US Dollar eventually explode to the upside. Will we see the same pattern emerge on the daily as we 

have seen on the monthly below? The size of our current base is on the right where the short red line is. A fractal is the same 

pattern shape showing up on different time frame (hourly, daily, weekly, monthly) charts. Notice the monthly PPO setting up for a 

big break higher in the dollar, sooner than later. Recession, War, Eurozone issues, China trade wars? $USD Monthly 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24USD&p=M&yr=40&mn=0&dy=0&id=p08781992714&a=1009600829&listNum=326
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$CRB INDEX 

The $CRB index is failing at the trend line as the US dollar breaks out. The move in 2014 featured a collapse in the price of oil. I 

can’t even begin to map a collapse in the price of oil again. All that to say, breakouts in the USD usually signal a weaker global 

environment and that suggests the commodities move down could be bigger than I was expecting. At this point my bias is to avoid 

the commodities related investments until we can build some bases. $CRB. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$CRB&p=M&st=2011-01-26&id=p04511276615&a=1013178945&listNum=364
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$CRB 

These Alexander Elder price bars are color coded. This is the first red bar since October. Red bars are a confirmed sell signal on Dr. 

Elder’s system. Based on the currency charts, I can only agree. $CRB. 

 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/c-sc/sc?s=%24CRB&p=W&yr=7&mn=9&dy=0&i=p32829157314&a=1013178946&r=1629575919289
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$WTIC – CRUDE OIL 

The price of crude oil made a lower high, lower low and a -9% close, below the horizontal support. The chart is broken. The weekly 

PPO is still lower than on the prior high, so we have negative divergence as a potential setup for a downside move. Crude oil failed 

to hold above the 10-week moving average which is typically problematic in commodities. The PPO is accelerating down from the 

signal line (see zoom panel) which is not a bullish development. $WTIC.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$WTIC&p=W&yr=3&mn=6&dy=0&id=p92245950483&a=1013178971&listNum=364
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STEEL - SLX 

The chart of Steel companies failed their test of the prior highs this week and closed below the uptrend. The PPO is accelerating 

lower, so this chart has the potential to move meaningfully lower. Notice how low the PPO is while the price action is tucked right 

up at former highs. This big divergence looks like it is playing out. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=SLX&p=W&yr=4&mn=2&dy=0&id=p25796047175&a=1008174235&listNum=363
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COPPER 

The copper chart slammed lower. Relative strength in purple is breaking down fast so that is also a bearish development. The chart 

closed the week at the 40-week MA, but this looks like leaky plumbing. It has the potential to spill lower yet. Copper miners fell 

14%! $COPPER 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=CPER&p=W&yr=5&mn=0&dy=0&id=p67080166738&a=1013178989&listNum=364
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GOLD MINERS 

The GDX chart also slammed lower. Does horizontal support hold? That would seem to be optimistic, based on the damage to the 

other commodities. GDX.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=GDX&p=W&st=2019-02-10&id=p75258586212&a=1013179000&listNum=364
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AGRICULTURE FAILED BREAKOUT 

The MOO ETF reversed immediately after breaking the downtrend last week. While Friday was an inside day, it was still a terrible 

week. The PPO breakout we were monitoring last week, failed and now the PPO looks like it is heading below zero. That’s poor.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=MOO&p=D&st=2020-12-04&id=p94794106399&a=1009625174&listNum=326
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ARKK – ARK INNOVATION FUND 

This is an update on the ARKK chart I’ve been showing as a barometer for the aggressive tech stocks. Below is a daily chart. The PPO 

is falling below zero. The ETF dropped $4 this week, with most of the selling Monday. The PPO looks weak. It is holding at horizontal 

support. That’s the good news for now. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=ARKK&p=D&st=2021-01-01&id=p36044136469&listNum=326&a=1006153328
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MARKET SUMMARY 

Defensives are leading the market. Technology is still strong as the group has migrated over the years to a monthly cash flow model 

increasing the safety for investors. However, the move in Semiconductors below the trend line (Video) suggests caution. Canada has 

the same move going on with technology tracking with the defensive areas of the market. The drop in the commodities and the 

failed breakouts in banking and brokers leads me to believe the correction is upon us. Will the indexes actually crack?  

    

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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GLOBAL VIEW 

The globe was down hard this week. While the US market was lightly dusted with soot, Asian markets were down big. Commodities 

were a bastion of pain. Rarely are there big meaningful week-after-week down markets in commodities, without it being a signal of 

wider problems. While the Fed can paint the markets with easy monetary policy, the commodities are telling me something else. My 

bias is changing.   

                  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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VIDEO OF THE WEEK   

Dwight and I hosted the August Conference Call  on July 29th. Click on the link to view.  

Here is the link to the chart list. Weekly Charts 

Here is a link to this week’s video. Charting The Pain 

 

 Disclaimer: 

 

Greg Schnell is an independent analyst and does 

not invest for clients. Greg Schnell does not 

collaborate to create a positive/negative market 

bias, nor is he paid to promote any particular 

stock or perspective. These charts and 

descriptions are not an instruction to buy or sell. 

You as a reader, are solely responsible for every 

investing decision you make. Greg Schnell and any 

of his companies or relationships with other 

companies, are not responsible for trades. The 

ideas presented here are opinion. Trading and 

investing involves risk to you and is solely yours. 

Greg may or may not own securities mentioned.  

 

Good trading, 

Greg Schnell, CMT, MFTA. 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://youtu.be/0nJKyUDBQVo
https://stockcharts.com/articles/sharedcharts.php?cc=1088015
https://youtu.be/_xhkuuitCqM
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BIOGRAPHY GREG SCHNELL, CMT, MFTA. 

Greg Schnell, CMT, is the chief technical strategist at gregschnell.com specializing in intermarket and commodities analysis. Greg’s 

work has been regular reading on the world-leading StockCharts.com platform for thousands of investors. Hedge funds, RIA’s, 

portfolio managers, technicians and private investors consider the charts Greg displays. Greg Schnell is valued for his timely, in-

depth, unique analysis that generates a valued perspective. Greg has won multiple awards as the Top Independent Analyst of the 

Year in Canada.  

 

 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

Based in Calgary, Canada, he is a past board member of the Canadian Society of Technical Analysts (CSTA) and past chairman of the 

CSTA Calgary chapter. As an active member of CMT Association, Greg speaks throughout North America on technical analysis. Greg is 

the co-author of Stock Charts for Dummies. 
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